
12 Social Media Apps Every Parent Should Understand 
Are you struggling to keep up with the media and tech your kids are using?  
Parents' Ultimate Guides from Common Sense Media can help you stay up to 
date and answer your questions about the latest titles and trends. Whether you 
are trying to figure out if a new app is safe for your teen or if a popular game 

includes blood and gore, Common Sense has you covered. (If you can't find what you're looking 
for, just ask!) 

1. Instagram. One of the most popular image sharing platforms, Instagram also can be a breeding
ground for trouble. However, with guidance around settings, limits on use, and ongoing conversations
about content and comments, Instagram can be a place for kids to connect and be creative.

2. YouTube. It can be hard for families to find information about the content, quality, and
age-appropriateness of YouTube channels. Common Sense offers media reviews of
channels, or you can check out their FAQs.

3. Fortnite. Players fight to the “death” in this popular video game. What’s it all about? Is it is
safe for your children? Find answers to your questions about the game and how to use it safely.

4. Snapchat. This ultra-popular app gives kids a simple way to share everyday moments using
messages that are meant to disappear. SnapChat is a mixed bag. If your child uses it, you will
want to learn more.

5. TikTok. This free app lets kids watch, create, and share videos on their phone. Privacy settings
can limit how much information your kids are sharing. Learn more to help your kids use this app safely.

6. Discord. A popular chat app for gamers, Discord grew quickly. Like other social networks, it
can be iffy or safe. Teens can use the app without contacting anyone but their friends, avoiding
unrestricted chat. Read a full review and common questions to learn more.

7. Twitch. This livestreaming app allows kids to watch anything— from gamers playing Fortnite to a
Russian talk show to a guy in China doing his homework. So, what’s the verdict? OK for kids or will it
make you twitch?

8. Roblox. Roblox is an online gaming platform where kids play games designed by other users.
They also can create their own games and chat with other users— all free. Check out resources
on how Roblox works and how your kids can use it safely.

9. Apex Legends. A slightly edgier version of Fortnite, Apex Legends is free to play and
includes a “ping” system for speedy in-game communication. Influential livestreamers, YouTubers, and
eSports competitors are promoting this game making it very popular for tweens and teens.  Find
answers about this game and a full review.

10. Steam. Steam has become the most important platforms in the world of PC gaming.
Fortunately for parents, Steam has parental controls. Learn more about this versatile gaming
platform.

11. eSports. Now that eSports are in high schools across the country, your teen gamer can justify gaming as
“training,” and maybe even win a college scholarship. Learn more about eSports, including the games
involved, the training required, and whether your kid has what it takes.

12. Parent Controls. Do you need parental controls? What are the options? Do they really work? Here’s everything
you need to know about the wide array of parental control solutions— from OS settings to monitoring apps to
network hardware.

Bonus: Common Sense Media is a must-bookmark resource for families, offering thousands of age-based 
reviews of movies, TV shows, books, apps, and games and timely resources to help families navigate issues and 
concerns related to their child’s screentime, online media, digital citizenship, and more. 

We’ll be sharing more tips so watch for the next installment of DLD Daily Dozen! 
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